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Active Engagement 
Strategies   

Ensuring Active Engagement of All Students

MTSS Teacher Symposium
Spring 2018

Elise Brown and Ashley Kazery 
Professional Development Coordinators

To create a world-class educational system that gives students 
the knowledge and skills to be successful in college and the 
workforce, and to flourish as parents and citizens

VISION

To provide leadership through the development of policy and 
accountability systems so that all students are prepared to 
compete in the global community

MISSION

Mississippi Department of Education
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State Board of Education Goals  FIVE-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN FOR 2016-2020
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1. All Students Proficient and Showing Growth in All Assessed 
Areas

2. Every Student Graduates from High School and is Ready for 
College and Career

3. Every Child Has Access to a High-Quality Early Childhood Program

4. Every School Has Effective Teachers and Leaders

5. Every Community Effectively Uses a World-Class Data System to 
Improve Student Outcomes

6. Every School and District is Rated “C” or Higher 

Session Goals  
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In this session participants will…

• explore the meaning of Active Engagement. 

• discover strategies to ensure Active Engagement in the 
classroom. 

• learn how to engage all students. 

• use strategies and knowledge learned to make a SMART 
goal. 
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Working Agreements
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• Ask questions
• Engage fully
• Integrate new information
• Open your mind to diverse views
• Utilize what you learn

Learning Partners

6
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Two Minute Mixer 

Directions:

• Locate your Ice Break handout.

• Find a partner you are NOT sitting with. 

• You must introduce yourself for 1 minute without stopping.   
Partners take turns speaking for 1 minute. 

• Fill out the sheet after each partner has had an opportunity to 
speak. 
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Note Taking 
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Why Active Engagement
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What Research Says 
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Jablon & Wilkinson, 2006

It’s About Time, STEM Education 

Research shows a significant 
correlation between high levels 
of engagement and improved 
attendance and achievement 
as measured through direct 
observations and interviews 
with and questionnaires to 

children and teachers.
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Before You Begin 
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Active Engagement Tips:

• Have a classroom management policy already set in place. 

• Teach social skills and expectations before working in groups. 

• Teacher procedures for EVERYTHING. Even in upper grades. 

• Choose a firm quiet signal and use it. 

Whole Group Tips 
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• Provide time for students to work out answers to 
questions before calling on one student. 

• Give students enough think time. 

• Ask a student to explain or show the rest of the class and 
have students respond directly to them. 

• Group students in pairs to start with. 
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Strategies

Active Engagement 
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Random Name Selection 
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Low Tech:

-Names on sticks 
-Pull student numbers 

High Tech: 

-Smart Board tools
-The Hat 
http://www.harmonyhollow.
net/hat.shtml
-Random Names 
http://www.transum.org/soft
ware/RandomStudents/
-Spin the Wheel 
https://www.classtools.net/r
andom-name-picker/
-Random Name Apps 
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Low Prep Active Engagement 

• Give One, Get One

• Think, Ink, Pair-Share

• Walk and Talk 

• Huddle 

• Four Corners

• Formative Assessments 
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Give One, Get One
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• Teacher poses a question to the class that requires a list 
(multiple strategies, vocabulary, possible solutions, etc.)

• Students are given 1 minute to create a list on a post-it or 
index card. 

• When teacher instructs, students Stand Up, Hand Up, Pair Up. 

• Students each share one item off of their list and add the new 
item from their partner to their list. 

• Repeat as many times desired. 
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Think-Ink-Pair-Share 
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• Teacher poses a question or discussion to the class. 

• Give think time. During think time, no one should be talking.

• Have students write down their response. 

• Predetermined partners will share their ideas.  Sometimes it is 
easier to have A and B partners and they take turns talking. 

• Teacher will randomly call on partners 

to share what they discussed. 

Walk and Talk
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• Teacher poses a question or discussion to the class. 

• Give think time. During think time, no one should be talking.

• Have students Stand Up, Hand Up, Pair Up. 

• Partners will walk around the room with their partner and 
share their ideas. Sometimes it is easier to have A and B 
partners and they take turns talking. 

• Teacher will randomly call on partners to share                  
what they discussed. 
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Huddle
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• Takes place during collaborative assignments.

• One person from each team (teacher’s choice) is called 
to the front of the room.

• Teacher gives a piece of information, checks for 
understanding, provides a clue/resource, etc.

• Student goes back to team to share.

Four Corners 

• Student Choice: Students feel more empowered and respected, and 
thus take far more ownership over the outcome of the assignment.

• Various Perspectives: Students are exposed to many different view-
points in their corner, which can lead to great discussion.

• Easily Prepared: This activity requires very little preparation on the 
teacher’s part. The teacher simply needs to think of four (+/-) areas 
that they would like the students to discuss and then send them on 
their way.

• Easy Implementation: This activity can take as little as five minutes 
and requires no advanced set-up, so teachers can use it 
instantaneously and then quickly return to the lesson.

20
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Formative Assessments
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Questioning

22
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Effective Questioning 

Effective questioning strategies can trigger situational interest and 
help foster maintained situational interest.

Specifically, it makes intuitive sense that when a student is answering a 
question, his or her working memory is fully attentive to the task at 
hand. Students’ attention to questions is most likely due to the fact that 
a question, by definition, presents missing information. To this extent, 
questions are like games. Indeed, many games rely on questions. In the 
context of the classroom, questions can generate mild pressure that 
helps stimulate attention

Marzano, The Highly Engaged Classroom 
23

Effective Questioning 

• Open and Close questions 

• Funnel questions 

• Probing questions 

• Rhetorical questions 

• Text Dependent questions 

Finley, 2014

24

What do you 
already do in your 

classroom for 
questions, and how 
can you improve it? 
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Reading with a Pen in Hand 
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Annotating puts you actively and 
immediately in a "dialogue” with 
an author and the issues and 
ideas you encounter in a written 
text. (Interrogating Text- Harvard Research)

Research Activity 

• Locate the article “How to Keep Kids Engaged in Class” 
from Edutopia. 

• Review Text Annotation Chart in handouts. 

• Read with a Pen in Hand. 

• Be prepared to discuss and share out. 

26
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Final Thoughts
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4 Corners Activity 

• Review the strategies listed on the posters located in 
each corner of the room.

• Select the strategy that you want to implement in your 
classroom and move to that corner of the room.

• Discuss with the other participants why you selected the 
strategy and what you will do to implement it in your 
classroom.

28
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Give One, Get One Closure

• Take a few seconds to write down what you learned 
about Active Engagement Strategies on a sticky note. 

• When facilitator signals, find a partner you have not 
talked to today and share an item off of your list.

• Repeat 2 times. 
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Resources 

• Finely, T. (2014). Generating Effective Questions. Edutopia Critical Thinking 
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/new-classroom-questioning-techniques-todd-finley

• Dougherty, K. (2015). The Best Note Taking. The Education Insider, It’s About Time. 
http://blog.iat.com/2015/08/26/the-best-note-taking-strategies-for-students-teachers-
and-experts-weigh-in/

• Marzano, R. (2010). The Highly Engaged Classroom. Marzano Research 

• Louisiana Believes, Text Annotation. https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-
source/teacher-toolbox-resources/annotating-text.pdf?sfvrsn=6

30
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Resources and Publications for Teachers
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Resources and Publications for Administrators

32

On Demand PD & 
Technical Assistance

K-12

Early Warning System
College and Career Readiness Data 

Guidance Document

Mississippi Educator & 
Administrator

Professional Growth System
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Resources and Publications for Parents
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Parents’ Read-At-Home Plan
LBPA Parent Document

Parents As Partners
LBPA 

Parent Presentation

Family Guides for Student 
Success

PK-8

Elise Brown
Professional Development 

Coordinator
elise.brown@mdek12.org
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Ashley Kazery
Professional Development 

Coordinator
ashley.kazery@mdek12.org


